Headquarters Center. FAC: 6100
CATCODE: 610281
OPR: AFCEC/CFT
OCR: N/A

1.1. **Description.** This facility accommodates the staff offices of the various center organizations. These include AFMC Centers, AETC Training Wings, and miscellaneous centers under USAF, AMC, and ACC.

1.2. **Requirements Determination.** See Headquarters Facilities paragraph 1.1.

1.3. **Scope Determination.** Examples of staff organizations follow:

1.3.1. AFMC Centers which often include offices of safety, plans and requirements, executive services, Comptroller, contract management, and other directorates, in addition to the commander's office;

1.3.2. Air Force Headquarters (CATCODE 610282);

1.3.3. Major Command Headquarters (CATCODE 610284);

1.3.4. Numbered Air Force Headquarters (CATCODE 610285);

1.3.5. Named/Numbered Division Headquarters (CATCODE 610286);

1.3.6. Named divisions including the various divisions under AFMC's Air Force Acquisition Logistics Division; and

1.3.7. Numbered divisions including air divisions, strategic aerospace divisions, and aerospace defense divisions. The headquarters of many numbered divisions contain very few personnel and, in the interest of avoiding unnecessarily detailed reporting, their space requirements can be combined with that of other on-base headquarters.

1.4. **Dimensions.** See FC-6 CG-61 Admin Overview paragraph 1.1.

1.5. **Design Considerations.** See UFC 4-610-01.